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“FRITS ABOUT, 2017 – No.7” 

(77 new report items in this edition – received from 6th September 2017)  
  

 

Dear all,  

 

Inevitably, this final edition for 2017 is largely focused on Marsh Fritillaries, with considerable activity relating to larval web surveys and habitat 

assessment, right up to the end of last week.  

 

Some contemporary Marsh Fritillary “surmises”. 

So we know that Marsh Fritillary numbers vary hugely year on year according to many variables like: site habitat condition, weather, parasite load, 

grazing, burning, scrub management, strength of metapopulation and its patch connectivity etc. Then there are climate change, agricultural 

intensification, development and infrastructure pressures as well, not to mention political will, then organisational changes in public and third sector 

bodies. It’s difficult to make simple comparisons, but there are clearly differing trends/perceptions in different parts of the range in Wales. From 

an editorial viewpoint, I don’t have all the information easily at hand to inject factual analysis. It is probably available but will take some resource to 

bring it together. So what might a casual reader make of all of these “Frits Abouts”? It might look like all is very rosy…… 

 

In MF terms, it seems like Carmarthenshire has a quite positive recent trend, as new sites are found in mid & north of the county and just outside 

the Mynydd Mawr SAC/SPG boundary! Whether this completely makes up for losses in lower Gwendraeth in last two decades needs to be carefully 

considered. At the other extreme, few would doubt that there a precious few signs of MF strength in NW Wales, with little or no positive signs or 

successful initiatives in recent years. There appears still to be a duty to Europe to maintain its range, which to most observers looks somewhat 

doubtful north of Ceredigion. Whether these two apparent extremes are to do with actual metapopulations or to do with actual 

observers/volunteers/people on the ground, it is hard to say. It would be good to be able to find out. Certainly, talking to Andrew Graham in NW 

Wales, there is no lack of effort on the ground to find any remaining habitat. So does Welsh Government have a plan to maintain MF range in NW 

Wales? Maybe this needs considering? 
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In terms of unusual studies, the extraordinary story emerging at a north Carms site where 8 damp fields, are very, very lightly horse-grazed, as one, 

early season, are topped in August and arisings are left, continues to fascinate. I was slightly sceptical that despite nearly 50 MFs on the wing in 

June and already 6 webs found just a couple of days after the recent (late August) cut, it would be worthwhile going back to search fully for webs 

one month later. But I’m glad we did, as we found 39 live webs across 4 of these fields sampled in an insightful morning. It’s a site we should continue 

to monitor.   

 

If any of these Marsh Fritillary thoughts intrigue you, do get in touch. We don’t know all the answers but can explain some possibilities.  
 

Volunteers? 

We rely on volunteers to help increase our coverage in Wales. We may need to do so even more in future. In September we concentrate on visits to 

Marsh Fritillary sites. We followed up plans for a fair chunk of Carmarthenshire, and parts of Gower, Hirwaun, Seven Sisters and Tonyrefail where 

more eyes increased our coverage. In winter, we try to help manage our reserve at Cross Hands and, informally, some of the smaller but possibly 

pivotal sites with like-minded owners. If you think, you could help, please get in touch with George, Clare or myself. Maybe help with any group 

survey visits or work parties? You might get inspired by forthcoming events like Butterfly Conservation South Wales Branch Members’ 

Day at Kenfig NNR on 21st October or Butterfly Conservation’s National AGM and Members’ Day in Cheltenham on 11th November.   
 

Finally, a big thanks go to all of you who have contributed, even unknowingly via blogs or Facebook pages (!) and do please think about our 

Fritillaries, which after all, are somewhere in Wales in some life-stage or other no matter what the weather outside appears to us! 

 

Richard Smith,  

11th October 2017 
 

As always, contributions to Frits About are very welcome – but don’t forget to send in your records to County Butterfly Recorders as well.  
There is now also a Facebook discussion group set up by Mike Bright of BC’s South Wales branch, in addition to North Wales branch’s Facebook page and BC Wales 

Facebook page.   Judy in the Wales office will be pleased to receive feedback on the E-news generally.  
Please keep Frits About contributions coming to me at my new e-mail address rgsoverton@gmail.com 

 

http://butterfly-conservation.org/2390/Recording-contacts.html#NORTH%20WALES
https://www.facebook.com/groups/ButterflyConservationSouthWalesBranch/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/277847912412601/
https://www.facebook.com/bcwales/
https://www.facebook.com/bcwales/
mailto:jburroughs@butterfly-conservation.org
mailto:rgsoverton@gmail.com
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1. Pearl-bordered Fritillary (PBF) – no new reports since 30th May 
BC’s South Wales branch and West Midlands branches will be working together over the coming months to share management resources between 

Ewyas Harold Common (a PBF reserve just 1.5kms into England) and Alun valley and Median Farm reserves in South Wales. We’re hoping that on 

occasional Tuesdays, we can encourage some Alun valley volunteers to work at Ewyas Harold, where management aims are similar to Alun valley.  
 

2. Small Pearl-bordered Fritillary (SPBF) – no new reports since 5th September 
 

3. Marsh Fritillary (MF)- 68 new reports since 5th September 
 

Caerphilly (& Gwent) 

Mark Allen from Aberbargoed Grasslands NNR advises: “We recorded 99 webs on the 12th of September and 1 web recorded a week later giving a 

total of 100 for the site”. 
 

Carmarthenshire (mid & north) 

As reported in Frits About No 6, on 31st August “RGS with volunteers, visited a large site near Harford village in SN6443 consisting of 8 fields 

grazed by max of 3 horses, then topped (and arisings left) in late August, plus one too tussocky to top, 6 larval webs were found. 2 webs were 

present in more open species rich hollows in the un-topped field.  Although we didn’t have time to search the topped fields, a very brief search 

revealed 4 occupied larval webs on top edge of a shallow ditch, just inches from where tractor had cut two days earlier. We hope to find time to 

return to estimate live webs later in September, once Succisa growth has come through arisings better. Not an ideal management but an interesting 

study and if cutting height not too close survival is clearly possible, as witnessed by the 49 MFs flying in June after last year’s similar regime. On the 

day, most larvae were approx. 10mm length”.   
 

We (RGS, Kate, Dot, Paul & George) did return on 25th September, nearly 4 weeks after the cutting. Amazingly, we found a total of 39 live larval 

webs amongst the cut and regrown vegetation across just 4 of the fields which we had time to sample. The best field for adults in June contained no 

less than 27 webs and wasn’t particularly wet compared to others. It is an interesting example of management which is theoretically not ideal but 

seems nonetheless to be leaving behind it a good amount of breeding success.  
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The same day, we visited two other recent sites/farms in Harford. There were 7 webs at a smallholding/large garden on north side of the village 

(where 8 webs in 2016). Ivy Berkshire and mother Bronwen found 4 webs in their usual recent field at Brynare and we managed to find one 

additional web in the largest field and 2 webs where Ivy had spent nearly a week with the brush-cutter earlier this year, after RGS found one web in 

a tiny open patch in tall/rank sward in 2016.  
 

Also in mid Carms, at a site near Llanfynydd, following a possible MF sighting in June by a young couple newly resident in the county, on 22nd 

September, we (Kath, Jenny, Dave, Paul, Gareth & RGS) managed to turn up 36 larval webs in a field nearby, which was nominally sheep and cattle-

grazed but the sheep had stayed out of this wetter taller sward in the valley bottom, favouring the drier more improved higher slopes of the fields. 

We found another 4 fields of suitable habitat on the same farm along same side of the valley and an adjoining farm had another 7 suitable fields, so 

this puts another little metapopulation on the Carms MF map, this one in SN5929. One additional web was found on 6th October.  

 

Images from left:  

Volunteers & new site near 

Llanfynydd;  

Volunteers at Harford;  

Cut field in Harford - 27 webs  

(R. Smith) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

On the way home, I called at an un-grazed field in Capel Isaac where 7 webs last year (new site then) but found only 2 this year, but very obvious 

and date was Friday 6th October, which is late in season by most year’s standards.   
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Carmarthenshire (East) 

Not to be outdone, on 26th September, George followed his instinct from a visit in June 2016 (suitable habitat but no MFs seen) to an old MF site 

near Trapp in SN6620, so less than 2kms from a known occupied site at Treiorwg. George found 13 larval webs in fields not recently grazed but 

where hopefully we can get suitable grazing started. 
 

Also on 26th September, RGS found a larval web on another new site found earlier this year by consultants, this one in SN6114. Frustratingly, it is 

less than 100m outside the Mynydd Mawr SPG project area (and thus limit of landscape scale greater Mynydd Mawr survey carried out in 2009). 

However, the Mynydd Mawr project is now starting to look at potential agreements on fields just inside the project area, but close to the new site. 
 

BC’s reserve at Median Farm/Caeau Ffos Fach in Cross Hands, produced 89 larval webs (of which 86 were 

in one CFF field, 1 in another CFF field and 2 at Median) over two half days of surveys on 14th & 18th 

September.  
 

George also reported some results from his habitat monitoring at Median Farm: “I was doing habitat 

assessments at Median Farm yesterday (2nd October) and was delighted to find that Succisa is really 

increasing in Field 7 (to left of track as you drive up from the entrance). There was a single patch of about 

10 plants in this field when I first surveyed habitat in 2013...now there are two patches totalling approx. 110 

plants, plus 2 plants near the entrance to the field which have appeared this year. Succisa still covers a small 

% of the field but it is now easy to imagine MF breeding in this field in the not too distant future. I think 

the cattle grazing last year really helped, as there has been a notable increase in Succisa in this field this 

year. There has been no obvious increase in the other non-SSSI fields (yet).  In Field 10 (most easterly 

field) the same solitary plant which was present in 2012 is still there, but that's it!  In Field 6 (below the 

horse arena / manège), the small group of plants I planted last year have survived, but not spread.” 

Incidentally, a healthy looking larval web (on SSSI field) was still visible on 2nd October. 

 

 

Images right: Surveyors and some interested ponies at Median Farm, R. Smith. 
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Other sites within the Mynydd Mawr Project area were subjected to web counts this year: 21 at Rhos Cefn Bryn (WTSWW reserve nr Llannon), 

13 at a private site (near Llyn Llech Owain), 2 at a private site in Upper Tumble and 2 at Black Lion Road (Gorslas). Thanks to Amanda Evans 

for these latter reports. The Rhos Cefn Bryn count is higher than usual modest numbers, despite some consistently excellent habitat in one field.   

 

RGS spent 19th September visiting sites in the Amman valley, mostly just quick visits to confirm continued presence. A good start was made at a 

recently regular site on the Carms/NPT border, behind Cwmgors Industrial Estate, where 7 webs were easily found and habitat continues to look 

great, despite no grazing but regular dog-walkers and occasional burning.  Next, the fields around Ynys Dawela Country Park were revealing, despite 

no webs found by Isabel in the park this year. A rather overgrown field north of the park held 3 webs and after several attempts over the years, we 

now know the owners, who seem very co-operative. Another field to west, held one web for first time recently and Troedyrhiw, which we help owners 

manage jointly with WTSWW, produced one web in the usual location. It was noticeable that 9 sites with 2015 onwards MF records are within 2kms 

of the recently installed Mynydd y Betws windfarm – so hopefully there will be possibilities for funding future work.  
 

 

Ceredigion 

Russel Hobson and Paul Gadsby helped David Woolley with the web count transect at Rhos Llawr Cwrt NNR on 15th September. “We did count 11 

webs in a total search of the fenced exclosure along with the other three webs found in the main grazed area last week”. 

  

Jon Turner advises: “Jenny Higgins and I spent yesterday (14th September) afternoon at Rhos Bronyrhelem (SSSI south of Tregaron) searching for 

Marsh frit webs in the dry central fields.  It was very soggy yesterday but despite that we found 79 webs in the dry fields in 1½ hours searching; we 

could have easily doubled that if we had had more time, and we didn’t even start on the wet fields!”    
 

Em Foot (WTSWW) sent a brief report: “Just to let you know we have surveyed Rhos Fullbrook, Rhos Glyn yr Helyg and Rhos Pil Bach. No webs at 

either Pil Bach or Fullbrook but 334 found at Glyn yr Helyg (21 & 27/9/17)”. 
 

Clare Williams: “Rhos Talglas, Ceredigion (07/09 & 19.09.17).  Web monitoring set up over two days and web counts undertaken with team of BC 

and NRW staff.  151 webs counted during monitoring”. 
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Heads of the Valleys (Hirwaun/Penderyn) 

Karen Wilkinson advises: “The total for the (Cors Bryn y Gaer) SAC is 373. Woodland Park and Pontpren SSSI had 61, Cors Bryn-y-gaer SSSI had 

312. Most of the webs were found on the main, largest block which is looking in really good condition. “ 

Ben Williams on 6th September: “I went up to Ger y Bont in Hirwaun today to see the owner and do a larval web count.  The result was 19 larval webs. 

The site looked fantastic with plenty of DBS well spread out over the whole area.  The caterpillars were quite large as well; about 1cm long”. 
 

No further news of the fate of the small site near A465 east of Hirwaun, which still has MFs and much better habitat than a decade or so ago, and 

after it was admitted that owner was not approached for access and has now received a written apology from consultants. It now seems the site is 

assigned the role of some kind of recipient of ancient woodland habitat translocated from other locations affected by the A465 dualling scheme! BC 

Wales has objected to the A465 “dualling” proposals around Hirwaun, following the public consultation which closed early September.    

 
 

N W Wales 

Andrew Graham advises: “MF is heading slowly but seemingly inexorably for extinction in North Wales. Until recently there were four distinct 

metapopulations. I’ll summarise my understanding of the current situation at each of these:  

 Harlech. This metapopulation, which was thriving so recently, is now feared to be extinct with no sightings this year to my knowledge. We can 

hope there may be a few left but the habitat at Morfa Harlech looked poor to me on a recent visit. All other colonies in the area were 

probably already lost prior to the current year. The Welsh Government Cabinet Secretary for Environment and Rural Affairs has suggested, 

in writing, that the Marsh Fritillary may not have been lost at Harlech but it could just be that they have all flown off and survive at an 

unknown site nearby. (A comforting thought).  

 Dolgellau. This is interesting in that one site, Cae Pencefn, is in splendid condition and supports a healthy population with a record 88 webs 

counted this year, in about two hectares. In contrast, at Tir Stent, which is a much larger site only three kilometres away, only two very 

small webs were found with a few undersized larvae in each. Two further small webs were empty. The explanation for the low numbers at Tir 

Stent clearly cannot be directly to do with the weather as these two sites are so close. The habitat condition at Tir Stent is not as good but 

is reasonable so it seems logical that the decline in numbers must be due to an interaction with another organism, possibly the famous 

Apantales bignellii which has been seen here in the past. Whether the butterfly can recover from such low numbers remains to be seen. 
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The word ‘metapopulation’ is always dragged into any discussion of Marsh Fritillaries but the concept is highly elastic and applies to many other 

species too. In this case we have three discrete populations separated by distances of three or four kilometres. Dispersal between these 

colonies is going to be of very rare occurrence so we cannot assume that any one site will ever be recolonised. In the recent past, there were 

more discrete populations scattered around the area so the metapopulation as a whole was more robust. 

 Corsydd Eifionydd. The least well-known area. The Marsh Fritillary survives here but in very small numbers, at least at the sites visited in 

2017.  

 Cors Erddreiniog, Anglesey. With just one small habitat patch occupied this certainly does not qualify as a metapopulation and the situation 

remains critical. However, numbers have been stable in recent years. Records from 2017 suggest a slight decline”.  

 

Clare Williams adds: “Cors y Wlad Web monitoring (Lleyn) (12.09.17).  No webs seen on fixed transects or on area to east.  Site very under-grazed 

at present, will hopefully be addressed via Glastir agreement soon.  

Llwyn-iarth site visit (Dolgellau area) (21.09.17) – 12 larval webs found in west of the site (not exhaustive search)”. 

  

Pembrokeshire 

George Tordoff provided this summary: A mixed picture at the monitored sites in Pembrokeshire this year. 
 

19th September: 

Ambleston Common: 40 webs on transects & another 14 extra webs off transect (compared with 2016: 14 webs plus 4 off transect) 

Puncheston Common: 56 webs on transects & another 4 webs off transect (2016: 14 webs plus 3 off transect) 

Habitat looking similar to usual, i.e. the heathy bits had been burnt in spring and other areas are rank. Impressive amounts of Succisa, especially at 

Ambleston where the MF population must be very large (less than 5% of habitat covered in the survey). 
 

20th September: 

Knapps Farm: only 1 web on transects (2016: 1 web and an extra 1 off transect) 

Copybush Moors: 45 webs on transects and 2 extra off transect (2016: 35 webs & 3 off transect) 

Shortland Moors (woodland clearings): just 1 web in a full search (2016:  31 webs) 
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Swansea, including Gower 

George Tordoff, Karen Wilkinson and Kerry Rogers (NRW) carried out web monitoring on the Gower Commons on several dates in September. As in 

Pembrokeshire, it was a mixed picture on these large commons this year. At Welshmoor, only 4 webs were found – the lowest total since 2009. 

Pengwern Common was a bit better, with 24 webs including 3 webs in an area which didn’t have any last year. At Fairwood Common 140 webs were 

recorded, up from 113 webs in 2016. The habitat on the Gower Commons is changing quite rapidly, following a reduction in burning in recent years 

coupled with a reduction in cattle grazing. As a result some areas are getting rank, but other patches which used to be overgrazed are now in good 

condition for MF. 
 

Tonyrefail and South RCT  

BC volunteers carried out a survey of site 16. “In summary, a total of 66 webs across sites 16 & 17, plus 14 webs on site 29 in 2017, which compares 

to 37 in total in 2016”. Most of these were recorded on 7th September. 
 

RGS, with volunteers Dot & Lucie searched several other Rhos Tonyrefail sites, but w/o finding any more webs. Happily the habitat at sites 1, 19, 20, 

28 and 29 is now once again looking from good to exceptional, following several years recovering from over-grazing by far too many horses, more or 

less dumped, on sites 1, 28 & 29 in particular.  
 

Ystradgynlais metapopulation (including Ystradgynlais & Seven Sisters) 

Severn Sisters area surveys on 12th September attracted no less than 14 people drawn from BC, Brecknock WT, NPT CBC, PONT and volunteers, 

some very local. At Seven Sisters, 27 webs were found in the usual un-grazed area plus a further one web in the western grazing unit. At Nant y 

Rhos SSSI, web numbers amounted to a staggering 227 in a barely 2.5ha meadow. It had however got to within a whisker of 500 a few years earlier. 

Curiously, this meadow is in VC41, even though just into the modern county of Powys. BC’s management agreement (“pony” but now grazed by 2 cows) 

field held one web. Rhos Common was eventually searched the following Saturday by RGS in prep for midweek evening visits by sea scouts and cubs. 

Perhaps fortunately no webs were found (as they put their feet randomly down!), even though RGS observed a female MF on the common in June.  

 

4. Dark Green Fritillary (DGF) – no new reports since 6th September 
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5. High Brown Fritillary (HBF) – new report on context of previous 

Alun valley HBF number of sightings was essentially the same as 2016 across the four transect route sections, although observations per hour were 

slightly down. See charts in previous Frits About no 6. However, those numbers don’t include 3 weeks of recording in the Pant St Brides part of the 

site, where volunteer work party management has been ongoing during last three winters, so numbers overall may well have been up in South Wales. 

We hope to include this section in transect totals next year. We may need more volunteers, so let us know if interested and regularly available in 

June and July. Russel Hobson informs us that HBF performance in south-west England was patchy and that numbers in Morecombe Bay have still not 

recovered to numbers seen a few years ago. (Jenny Plackett will be talking about SW England frits at the BC National AGM & Members’ Day in 

Cheltenham on 11th November).   

6. Silver-washed Fritillary (SWF) – 6 new reports since 6th September 
 

Carmarthenshire:  No new reports.  

    

Monmouthshire 

1st Aug:  3 Silver-washed Fritillary butterflies in the Trellech area. (Nick Felstead) 

4th Aug:  Silver-washed Fritillary at Silent Valley reserve, Cwm (Jane Corey) 

5th Aug:  Silver-washed Fritillary at Tintern (Hazel Mitchell) 

12th Aug: 3 Silver-washed Fritillary at Slade Wood (Rupert Perkins) 

28th Aug: 3 Silver-washed Fritillary flying at Llandogo (Simon Phipps) 

2nd Sept: 2 Silver-washed Fritillary flying at Llandogo (Simon Phipps) 
 

Pembrokeshire:  No new reports.  

 

This newsletter was compiled from reports received up to midday on 10th October 2017, but do keep reports coming in and I’ll compile and pass on to BC 

Wales office as soon as enough received or to suit their dates. Many thanks to all contributors and apologies, if I’ve missed any out!                   

Richard Smith, 11th October 2017. 


